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urface layer of hydrated silicon on
the stabilization of Co2+ cations in Zr–Si fiberglass
materials according to XPS, UV-Vis DRS, and
differential dissolution phase analysis

Tatyana V. Larina,a Larisa S. Dovlitova,a Vasily V. Kaichev,ab Vladislav V. Malakhov,a

Tatyana S. Glazneva,*ab Evgeny A. Paukshtisabc and Bair S. Bal'zhinimaeva

The stabilization of cobalt cations in zirconium–silica fiberglass materials was studied by X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopy, ultraviolet visible diffusion reflectance spectroscopy, and a differential

dissolution phase analysis. It was found that the commercial Zr–Si fiberglass material contained a layer of

hydrated silicon (the depth of 6 nm) on the surface of the glass fibers. Modification of the fiberglass

material with cobalt led to its distribution in the fibers mainly in the Co2+ state. It was shown that 90% of

cobalt was stabilized on the surface and in the hydrated silicon layer as Co2+ cations in tetrahedral

oxygen coordination, while the remaining 10% was distributed non-uniformly in the bulk of the fibers as

Co2+ cations in octahedral oxygen coordination.
1. Introduction

Fiberglass materials modied by noble metals (Pt, Pd, etc.) have
been recently implemented to the catalysis area and are used in
many industrial processes including pollution abatement
technologies.1–5 The excellent catalytic properties of these
systems (activity, selectivity, and resistance to deactivation) are
mainly related to the capability of glass bers to stabilize the
highly dispersed (1–2 nm) transition metal particles in the bulk
of the glass matrix.6

Common production of cobalt-containing berglass mate-
rials intends introducing the Co2+ cations into the composition
of the initial molten glass. However, this synthesis approach
complicates the variation of oxidation state and coordination of
cobalt. Moreover, it does not allow creating the conditions for
the formation of nanoparticles of metallic cobalt on the surface
and/or in the bulk of the glass bers which is a crucial factor for
the activity and selectivity of the catalyst. Thereby, the post-
synthetic introduction of modifying additives (Pt, Pd, Cu, Co)
became widespread. In this approach, the cations of d-elements
of given nature, properties, and forms of stabilization in the
support matrix are introduced aer the synthesis of berglass
materials.

At postsynthetic modication of Zr–Si berglass materials by
Co2+ cations, the cobalt is introduced aer the synthesis of
va 5, Novosibirsk 630090, Russia. E-mail:
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05
initial Zr–Si glass matrix similar to modication of zeolites with
various cations when the modiers cannot occupy the frame-
work place of Si or Al cations.7 Postsynthetic modication
generally leads to the non-uniform distribution of the intro-
duced element in the bulk of bers as opposed to the one stage
industrial synthesis of Co–Zr–Si berglass material. However,
the postsynthetic modication of berglass material allows
controlling the required forms of cobalt stabilization and the
depth of its penetration in the ber at the subsequent heat
treatments of the modied berglass material.

It was shown that the introduction of large quantities of
cobalt (from 1 to 5 wt%) to silica resulted in the formation of
Co3O4 on the surface of silica.8 The increase in the calcination
temperature of Co-containing silica up to 800 �C led to an
interaction of introduced cobalt with the silicon cations with
the formation of Co2SiO4.9 It should be noted that there is no
published data on the synthesis of berglass materials with
isomorphic substitution of Si and Zr cations by Co2+ cations in
the structure of ZrSiO4.10

Preliminary tests of berglass materials modied by cobalt
and ruthenium ions in catalytic oxidation of HCl by oxygen
showed that Co-containing berglass catalyst had an activity
comparable with Ru-containing ones. The chemical durability
of Co-containing berglass material remained the same for
testing period of several hours and the cobalt state in the
catalyst remained unchanged. This opens the opportunity to
apply Co-containing berglass materials in various processes
with aggressive reaction media. To develop a scientic basis for
the preparation of such catalysts, it is necessary to understand
the way of stabilization of Co2+ cations in glass bers.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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In present work, the chemical composition and the structure
of Si–Zr berglass materials (commercial and that modied by
cobalt cations) as well as their inuence on the stabilization of
Co2+ cations on the surface and in the bulk of glass bers were
studied by a complex of physicochemical methods: X-ray photo-
electron spectroscopy (XPS), ultraviolet visible diffusion reec-
tance spectroscopy (UV-Vis DRS), and a differential dissolution
phase analysis (DDPA). XPS gives a complete analysis of the
surface and subsurface layers of the catalyst with a depth of
analysis up to 50 Å. UV-Vis DRS allows to investigate both the
surface and bulk of the samples, to determine the oxidation
degree and the coordination number of d-elements present in
multi-component samples, and to reveal the nature of interaction
of active component with the support for the heterogeneous
catalysts. However, the complete identication of all components
of amulti-component system and the balance on the quantitative
composition of all components can be obtained only by using
DDPA. DDPA being the standardless stoichiographic method, in
addition to data on the phase composition of multi-element
substances and materials, also gives the important information
about the chemical composition of these objects. Under dynamic
conditions promoting the dissolution, the movement of front of
the reaction from the surface to the center of soluble particles is
accompanied by a continuous registration of the stoichiometric
ratios between each pair of elements in their composition. In
such processes, the temporal prole of stoichiogram character-
izes the degree of homogeneity–heterogeneity of the elemental
composition of consecutively dissolved phases and their stoi-
chiometry. At the same time, a change of the kinetic dependen-
cies for dissolution of elements (or phases) characterizes the
homogeneity–heterogeneity of the macro- and microstructure of
the phase of constant and variable composition.
2. Experimental section
2.1. Materials

For investigation, the commercial Zr–Si berglass material
produced at JSC “Stekloplastik” (Andreevka, Moscow region,
Russia) and that modied by cobalt cations were used. The
commercial berglass material was leached in the industrial
conditions by a treatment with a weak solution of sulfuric acid
(the selective removal of sodium). Prior to modication, Zr–Si-FG
material was calcined in air at 500 �C for 1 h. Co2+ cations were
introduced by Zr–Si-FG impregnation with 1 M solution of
cobalt(II) chloride hexahydrate (CoCl2$6H2O, Merck, 98%) at
room temperature and pH ¼ 5.3. The obtained Co/Zr–Si-FG
sample was dried at room temperature and calcined in air at
550 �C for 1 h. Chemical analysis showed that the cobalt content
in Co/Zr–Si-FG sample was 0.02 wt%. SiO2 used in the XPS
studies for comparison was synthesized via a technique
described elsewhere.11 The specic surface area and pore volume
of SiO2 were 60 m2 g�1 and 0.74 cm3 g�1, respectively. The
chemical composition of the berglass materials (Zr–Si-FG and
Co–Zr–Si-FG) was determined with uorescent method of
elemental analysis using ARL Perform'X spectrometer equipped
with X-ray tube with Rh anode. The percentage of elements was
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
evaluated by the UniQuant program for the standardless analysis.
The chemical composition of the samples is presented in Table 1.

2.2. XPS

The chemical composition of the Zr–Si-FG and Co/Zr–Si-FG
samples was studied by XPS using an X-ray photoelectron
spectrometer (SPECS Surface Nano Analysis GmbH, Germany).
The spectrometer was equipped with a hemispherical
PHOIBOS-150 electron energy analyzer, a FOCUS-500 X-ray
monochromator, an X-ray source XR-50M with a twin Al/Ag
anode, and the extractor type ion source IQE-11/35. The XPS
spectra were obtained using the monochromatic AlKa radiation
(hn ¼ 1486.74 eV) and xed analyzer pass energy of 20 eV under
ultrahigh vacuum conditions. To obtain the depth-proles of
elements, a layer-by-layer analysis was applied. The spectra of
the initial sample surface as well as the spectra of the sample
surface aer the spattering of lm surfaces by a focused Ar+

beam (2.4 keV, �10 mA cm�2) were registered. The spattering
rate was approximately 0.5 nm min�1. Relative concentrations
of elements were determined from the total intensities of cor-
responding core-level spectra using cross-sections according to
Scoeld.12 All the spectra were analyzed using the FitXPS so-
ware. In short, aer subtraction of a Shirley-type background,
the spectra were t using Gaussian/Lorentzian line-shapes.13

The charge effect was corrected by setting the C1s peak (due to
adventitious hydrocarbons) at 284.8 eV.

2.3. DDPA

The phase composition of Zr–Si-FG and Co/Zr–Si-FG samples
was studied by a stoichiographic standardless method of
differential dissolution phase analysis. The analysis was per-
formed in a ow dynamic mode using a stoichiograph.14 The
sample in amount of 10 mg was placed in the reactor and dis-
solved in a stream of solvent. The concentration and tempera-
ture of solvent increased with time. The resulting solution
owed with a rate of 3.6 ml min�1 directly into the detector-
analyzer of stoichiograph in an ICP AES spectrometer. The
detector-analyzer allowed the simultaneous determination of all
the elements of sample composition every 5 s using the spectral
lines at 288.1, 589.9, 343.8, and 238.8 nm for Si, Na, Zr, and Co,
respectively, with a sensitivity of 3 to 5 � 10�3 mg ml�1. The
random error of analysis was #5%. The analytical signal was
converted into the intermediate information as kinetic depen-
dencies of elements dissolution in the absolute and normalized
unit (in integral and differential form), as well as in the shape of
stoichiograms of molar ratios of elements using the soware
package. Then, the nal information was obtained in the form
of kinetic dependencies of dissolution of revealed phases. Since
the oxygen is not determined by ICP AES, the stoichiometric
formulas of the phases are presented without oxygen. The
conditions of all stages of DDPA analysis and calculations are
described in detail elsewhere.15–17 Zr–Si-FG sample was analyzed
in two sequential stages. At rst stage, the composition of
solvent changed continuously from H2O to HCl (1 : 10) while
the temperature increased from 20 up to 60 �C. At second stage,
a smooth change from HCl (1 : 10) to HF (1 : 5) was performed
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 79898–79905 | 79899
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Table 1 The chemical composition fiberglass materials

Sample

Element content, %

Si Zr Al Na Co

Zr–Si-FG 39.69 � 0.18 12.13 � 0.15 1.09 � 0.05 0.11 � 0.01 —
Co/Zr–Si-FG 39.69 � 0.18 12.18 � 0.16 1.17 � 0.05 0.09 � 0.01 0.02 � 0.00
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while the temperature increased from 60 up to 80 �C. Co/Zr–Si-
FG sample was analyzed by a stoichiographic titrationmode, i.e.
by a dynamic ow DDPA mode with a smooth change in the
composition of the solvent ow from HF (1 : 100) to HF (1 : 5)
while the temperature increased from 20 up to 80 �C.

2.4. UV-Vis DRS

The oxidation state and the coordination environment of cobalt
cations in the berglass materials were determined by UV-Vis DR
spectroscopy. A Shimadzu UV-2501 PC spectrophotometer with
an ISR-240A diffuse reectance attachment was applied for these
studies. Samples of 5 � 5 cm2 were folded up in 4 layers and
placed in the sample compartment of the spectrophotometer.
UV-Vis DR spectra were registered in the wavelength range of
190–900 nm (the wavenumber range of 11 000–54 000 cm�1). To
convert the reectance spectra into the absorption spectra, the
Kubelka–Munk function was applied. The electronic state of Co2+

cations in Co/Zr–Si-FG was identied using the absorption bands
appearing in the visible region of UV-Vis DR spectrum.18 Ligand-
to-metal charge transfer bands for the Co2+Td and Co2+Oh cations
are not discussed in this article because of the shielding caused
by intense intrinsic absorption of the oxygen-containing Zr–Si-FG
support. In order to display better the maxima of the absorption
bands of Co2+ cations in the visible region of UV-Vis DR spectrum
for Co/Zr–Si-FG, the values of absorption coefficients were
increased by 50 times for the range from 10 000 to 22 000 cm�1.

3. Results
3.1. Physicochemical properties of Zr–Si-FG

The XPS study of Zr–Si-FG sample showed that the chemical
composition of the surface of glass bers is signicantly
Fig. 1 Si2p and O1s XPS core-level spectra of Zr–S-FG sample in
comparison with SiO2.

79900 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 79898–79905
different from that of silica. Fig. 1 shows the Si2p and O1s core-
level spectra of Zr–Si-FG and silica. For Zr–Si-FG, the Si2p and
O1s binding energies were found to be 102.9 and 532.4 eV,
respectively. The Si2p and O1s binding energies for silica in our
experiments were 103.6 and 533.0 eV, respectively, which is in a
good agreement with the literature citing the Si2p and O1s
binding energies for SiO2 in the ranges of 103.2–103.8 and
532.8–533.0 eV, respectively.13,19 For zirconium silicate, the Si2p
and O1s binding energies are 101.8 and 531.8 eV, respectively.20

It can be seen that the binding energies for glass bers take the
intermediate values between the silica and zirconium silicate. It
is important to note that the [O]/[Si] atomic ratio for glass bers
is 2.2, while for silica, it is equal to 2.0. Therefore, the surface
composition of Zr–Si-FG corresponds to oligomeric species of
silicic acid rather than to silica. Besides, the surface concen-
tration of zirconium, corresponds to the [Zr]/[Si] atomic ratio
equal to 0.003, it increases monotonically with the sputtering
time and reaches the value corresponding to chemical compo-
sition. Hence, the surface layer of glass bers is depleted with
zirconium. The effect of surface depletion with zirconium was
previously observed for the zirconium-doped mesoporous sili-
cates.21 More detailed structure of the Zr–Si-FG is described
elsewhere.22

Fig. 2 shows kinetic dependencies for Si, Zr, and Na obtained
at Zr–Si-FG differential dissolution. Since the concentration of
Si, Zr, and Na varied by 4 orders, time proles of kinetic
dependencies were normalized to the maximum dissolution
rate for each element which allowed presenting the dependence
of all components in the same scale. For the sample with
Fig. 2 Kinetic dependencies of Na, Zr, and Si and Zr/Si stoichiogram
obtained at Zr–Si-FG sample dissolution. Relative dissolution rate
means the dissolution rate for each element referred to its maximal
value.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 3 Kinetic dependencies of Na, Zr, and Si and Zr/Si stoichiogram
obtained at Zr–Si-FG sample dissolution.

Table 2 DDPA data on chemical composition of Zr–Si-FG and Co/Zr–
Si-FG samples

Sample

Element content, %

Si-I Si-II Zr0.074Si1 Co-I Co-II

Zr–Si-FG 10.2 89.8 — —
Co/Zr–Si-FG 1.08 98.9 0.018 0.002
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homogeneous distribution of the components in the bulk, the
normalized dependencies for all elements should merge into a
single curve.17 However, it can be seen that the kinetic depen-
dencies of the elements are not merged into one indicating a
non-uniform distribution of the elements with depth (Fig. 2). An
exception is the ending part of Si and Zr kinetic dependencies
merged into one. It should be noted that a small impurity of Na
is located in the bulk of glass bers which conrms the
impossibility of complete removal of Na by the leaching
process.

At the beginning of dissolution, the Zr/Si ratio is equal to
zero (Fig. 2) which indicates the presence of acid-soluble silicon
in the subsurface layers of bers (Si-I form), i.e. the surface of
the sample is enriched with silicon. Then, the Zr/Si ratio
increases up to the average value of 0.074. The area of dissolu-
tion with the increased zirconium content (Zr/Si ¼ 0.085)
corresponds to the dissolution of Si-II form of silicon, while the
area with the reduced zirconium content (Zr/Si ¼ 0.068) corre-
sponds to the joint dissolution of Si-I and Si-II forms. The Si-I
form of silicon (Zr free) is located on the surface and in the
subsurface layers of bers and is clearly visible in Fig. 3. The
Fig. 4 Kinetic dependencies of Zr0.074Si1 and Si-I dissolution for Zr–
Si-FG sample.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
chemical properties of the Si-I form (the ability to dissolve in
HCl) are characteristic for the hydrated form of silica.17 The
residual amounts of the Si-I form which were not dissolved
completely in HCl continued to dissolve in HF. Stoichiographic
calculations allow to separate the two forms of silicon (Fig. 4)
and to quantify the content of the Si-I and Si-II forms (Table 2).
Thus, DDPA data showed that the bulk of glass bers is a
spatially non-uniform Zr–Si structure of variable composition
with the average ratio of Zr/Si equal to 0.074 � 0.012.

Fig. 5 shows the UV-Vis DR spectrum of Zr–Si-FG (spectrum
1). It can be seen that there is a strong absorption peak in the UV
region with a maximum at 44 700 cm�1, probably appeared
from the absorption of Zr–Si-FG itself like other oxygen-
containing systems.23,24 The absorption bands of glass form-
ing elements such as Si4+ and Zr4+ cations are not revealed in
the visible region of UV-Vis DR spectrum of Zr–Si-FG (spectrum
1), which will allow us to interpret unambiguously the absorp-
tion bands of Co/Si–Zr-FG appearing in this spectrum region.
3.2. Physicochemical properties of Co/Zr–Si-FG

The XPS spectra of Co/Zr–Si-FG were registered at 0, 2, 7, and
17 min of the ion sputtering. It was found that Si and O
elements predominate in the structure of Co/Zr–Si-FG, while the
concentration of Zr and especially Co is quite low. The impu-
rities of other elements were not found. The results of quanti-
tative analysis are shown in Table 3.

The Si2p and O1s binding energies are 103.5 and 532.8 eV,
respectively, which is typical for polycrystalline SiO2.19,25,26

Cobalt is mainly localized on the surface of Zr–Si-FG and its
concentration drops distinctly aer several minutes of the ion
Fig. 5 UV-Vis-NIR DR spectra of Zr–Si-FG (1) and Co/Zr–Si-FG (2)
samples.

RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 79898–79905 | 79901
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Fig. 7 Co2p and Zr3d spectra of Co/Zr–Si-FG sample.
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sputtering (Fig. 6). In contrast, the concentration of Zr increases
with increase in the depth of analysis.

The Zr3d spectrum of Co/Zr–Si-FG registered aer 7 min of
the ion sputtering is shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the
spectrum is a doublet with the intensity of Zr3d5/2 and Zr3d3/2
components related as 3 : 2. The difference in the Zr3d5/2 and
Zr3d3/2 binding energies (spin–orbit splitting) is 2.4 eV. The
Zr3d5/2 binding energy is 183.8 eV which corresponds to Zr4+.
The binding energies for zirconium silicate or for zirconium
doped mesoporous silicates are similar (183.0–183.3 and
183.1–183.6 eV, respectively).20,21 The typical values of the
Zr3d5/2 binding energies for stoichiometric ZrO2 are smaller
and are in the range of 181.6–182.2 eV.20,21,27–29 The high-
dispersed particles of ZrO2 with the sizes ranging from 6 to
100 nm are characterized by even a lower value of the Zr3d5/2
binding energies (180.8–181.7 eV), and the binding energy
increases with an increase in the particle size.27 The Zr3d5/2
binding energy for a ZrO2–Si thin lm is 182.7 eV.29 Therefore,
we can assume that the Zr4+ cations are included in the struc-
ture of glass matrix but do not form ZrO2 oxide particles. This is
in a good agreement with the framework structure of Zr–Si glass
bers revealed in NMR and IR spectroscopic studies.30

Fig. 7 shows the Co2p spectrum of Co/Zr–Si-FG surface. It
can be seen that along with the Co2p3/2 and Co2p1/2 sharp peaks
at 781.8 and 797.5 eV, respectively, there are intense bands of
so-called “shake-up” satellites shied by 6 eV towards higher
binding energy values. The presence of intense satellites is a
characteristic feature of Co2+ cations.29,31,32 Indeed, “shake-up”
Table 3 Relative atomic concentrations of elements in the subsurface
layers of Co/Zr–Si-FG sample

Etching time, min [Zr]/[Si] [Co]/[Si] [O]/[Si + Zr] [O]/[Si]

0 0.0034 0.012 2.2 2.2
2 0.0054 0.011 2.2 2.2
7 0.024 0.0069 2.0 2.1
17 0.090 0.0055 2.1 2.3

Fig. 6 Cobalt and zirconium depth-profiles for Co/Zr–Si-FG sample.

79902 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 79898–79905
satellites are practically absent in the spectra of trivalent cobalt
compounds and cobalt in the metallic state.31,32 The value of
spin–orbit splitting (i.e. the difference in the Co2p1/2 and
Co2p3/2 binding energies) for Co/Zr–Si-FG is 15.7 eV. This is in a
good agreement with the literature data on Co2+ compounds
(CoO, Co(OH)2) with the spin–orbit splitting of 15.5–16.0 eV,
whereas the spin–orbit splitting for trivalent cobalt stabilized in
the LiCoO2 structure is only 15.0 eV.31,32 Therefore, the cobalt on
the Co/Zr–Si-FG surface is predominantly in the Co2+ state.

Fig. 8 shows kinetic dependencies of Si, Zr, and Co obtained
at the Co/Zr–Si-FG differential dissolution. Cobalt kinetic
dependency contains two areas of intense dissolution. The rst
area of kinetic dependency corresponds to a Co-I form which
dissolves simultaneously with the surface layers of bers (up to
5% of soluble part of Co/Zr–Si-FG). Diffusion and structural
limitations associated with the Zr–Si-FG structure prevent the
rapid dissolution of the surface Co-I form and, thus, affect the
form of the cobalt kinetic dependency. The second area corre-
sponds to the dissolution of a Co-II form. This is a bulk form of
cobalt dissolving in HF together with framework elements of
glass bers under the DDPA dynamic mode. Therefore, the
Fig. 8 Kinetic dependencies of Zr, Co, and Si and Zr/Si stoichiogram
obtained at Co/Zr–Si-FG sample dissolution. Relative dissolution rate
means the dissolution rate for each element referred to its maximal
value.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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cobalt is present not only on the surface and in the subsurface
layers of glass bers but also in the bulk of bers.

The Zr/Si stoichiogram (Fig. 8) is linear and corresponds to
the ZrxSi1 formula (x ¼ 0.074 � 0.005) with an accuracy corre-
sponding to a deviation of the glass bers composition from the
homogeneous distribution of the components in the bulk. The
differences in the framework formulas of Zr–Si-FG and Co/Zr–
Si-FG are only in numeric errors (0.012 and 0.005, respectively),
which depends on the method of Co/Zr–Si-FG synthesis and the
conditions of dissolution.33

The subsurface layers of the Co/Zr–Si-FG sample have a
variable value of the Zr/Si molar ratio (from zero to 0.074).
Alternating character of the Zr/Si stoichiogram in the rst
minutes of dissolution indicates the presence of hydrated form
of silicon (Si-I) at the surface of Co/Zr–Si-FG similarly to that of
Zr–Si-FG. The dissolution of hydrated form of silica detected on
the surface of Co/Zr–Si-FG is accompanied by a simultaneous
dissolution of bulk silicon. Only stoichiographic calculations
allow to divide both forms of silicon and to show the kinetics of
dissolution (Fig. 9), as well as to quantify the content of the Si-I
hydrated form, and the Si-II framework form in Co/Zr–Si-FG (see
Table 2). As follows from Table 2, the ratio of Co-I form to Si-I
form in Co/Zr–Si-FG sample is equal to 0.017%, which corre-
sponds, according to XPS (Fig. 6 and Table 3), to the surface
hydrated silicon layer of 6 nm in depth.

Thus, the DDPA data showed that modication of Zr–Si-FG
by Co2+ cations led to distribution of 90% of the total cobalt
content on the surface and in the subsurface layers of Zr–Si-FG
including surface silica layer. The remaining 10% of the cobalt
were dissolved simultaneously with Si–Zr-framework, indi-
cating the presence of cobalt in the bulk of glass bers. The
shape of kinetic dependencies of the cobalt dissolution (Co-II
part) indicates a spatially non-uniform distribution of Co in the
bulk of Zr–Si-FG.

Fig. 5 shows the UV-Vis DR spectrum of Co/Zr–Si-FG sample.
There are three absorption bands in the visible region of spec-
trum: at 13 000, 15 500, 17 100, and 19 300 cm�1, and a strong
absorption in the near UV region above 30 000 cm�1 with a
maximum at 42 400 cm�1, similar to Zr–Si-FG sample.
Fig. 9 Kinetic dependencies of Zr0.074Si1, Co, and Si-I from dissolution
for Co/Zr–Si-FG sample.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
4. Discussion

The XPS study revealed the presence of a hydrated silicon
compound stabilized on the surface of glass bers which is in a
good agreement with the literature data.22,34 This layer of silicon
compound most probably consists of oligomeric forms of silicic
acid (SiOn(OH)m species). According to the DDPA data (Fig. 9,
Table 2), 90% of cobalt in Co/Zr–Si-FG was dissolved simulta-
neously with a surface silicon layer. The Co/Si stoichiogram has
a variable character that indicates the absence of the interaction
phase between cobalt and silicon. Apparently, the cobalt is
distributed non-uniformly in the silicon layer. The remaining
10% of the cobalt was detected in the bulk of Co/Zr–Si-FG.

The absorption in the region of 15 000–17 000 cm�1 is
generally related to the d–d transition of Co2+Td appearing as
one, two or three absorption bands in the UV-Vis DR
spectra.7,18,32,33 Therefore, the absorption bands at 15 500 and
17 100 cm�1 (Fig. 5) can be attributed to the weak appearance of
multiplet structure of d–d transition (4A2(F)–

4T1(P)) of Co2+

cations in the tetrahedral oxygen coordination (Co2+Td).
According to the scheme of splitting of the electron 4F-term in
weak crystal elds with the symmetry of tetrahedron distorted
along the trigonal axis, the multiplet of absorption bands of
Co2+ cations is observed in the case of trigonal distortion of the
tetrahedron, its compression or stretching.35 At compression of
the tetrahedron, all the intensities of the absorption bands are
different and consistently increase or decrease during the
transition from one absorption band to another. This type of
multiplet of absorption bands is observed, for example, for
CoAl2O4 and g-Co(OH)2.36,37 At tetrahedron stretching, the
intensity of the rst and third absorption bands is the same,
and the intensity of the middle absorption band is lower or
higher than that of two neighbor bands. This is usually
observed for isolated Co2+Td cations stabilized in zeolite chan-
nels, for example, X and Y, when the oxygen of the zeolite lattice
is one of the ligands, and the water molecules are the other
three ligands.35 If there is no trigonal distortion of the tetrahe-
dron, one or two absorption bands can be seen in the UV-Vis DR
spectra, since there is no removal of the degeneracy of the
overlying T1 and T2 terms. Therefore, we do not observe splitting
of terms which usually manifests itself in the form of absorp-
tion bands in the UV-Vis DR spectrum of Co2+Td cations.

The shoulder of low intensity at 13 000 cm�1 refers to a two-
electron d–d transition (4T1g(F)–

4A2g(F)) of Co
2+ cations in the

octahedral oxygen coordination (Co2+Oh). The band at 19 300
cm�1 is attributed to the d–d transition (4T1g(F)–

4T1g(P)) of Co
2+

cations in the octahedral oxygen coordination (Co2+Oh).18,37

It can be assumed that the weak appearance of the multiplet
structure of absorption bands in the UV-Vis DR spectra is due to
squeezing of the tetrahedron around Co2+ cations. This can take
place only in the case of Co2+ localization in the positions of Si4+

in the hydrated silicon compound stabilized on the surface of
Zr–Si-FG. It is well known that the modiers introduced aer
the synthesis of berglass material are most oen localized not
only on the surface of ber but in the bulk of glass matrix in
narrow (<4 Å) low-density spaces.30,38 These low-density spaces
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 79898–79905 | 79903
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are lled with H-bonded hydroxyl groups which is one of the key
features of silicon glass structure.30 Squeezing the tetrahedron
around Co2+ cations is probably associated with a larger ion
radius of cobalt as compared with that of Si4+. Co2+ cations in
tetrahedral coordination are stabilized in the cavities of the
hydrated layer of Si-I form as most probably the dimers of
tetrahedral Co2+ cations of <10 Å in size, like a very small Pd
clusters around 1 nm in size in glass matrix.39

Recently, it was shown that an increase in the calcination
temperature for Co-containing SiO2 up to 600 �C led to the
interaction of Co2+Oh cations with Si4+ cations with formation of
Co2SiO4; the absorption bands for Co2SiO4 appeared in the
visible region of UV-Vis spectrum at 13 000 and 22 000 cm�1.9 In
our case, the XPS and DDPA data showed that the calcination of
Co/Zr–Si-FG at 550 �C did not lead to the formation of Co2SiO4.
Besides, the absorption bands at 13 000 and 19 300 cm�1 were
observed in the UV-Vis DR spectrum of Co/Zr–Si-FG sample
(Fig. 5, curve 2), therefore, Co2+ cations represent the isolated
hexaaquacomplexes of Co2+ like Co2+Oh in aqueous solutions of
Co2+ salts, which do not incorporate into the lattice of Zr–Si-
FG.18

Cava et al. showed that the variation of SiO2/ZrO2 ratios led to
formation of solid solutions of isomorphic SiO2–ZrO2 substi-
tution with different structure.10 According to the XPS data, the
new compound was ZrSiO4 with a layer of SiO2 on the surface.10

Aer the impregnation with cobalt nitrate solution, the Co2+

cations were stabilized in the tetrahedral (in the positions of
Si4+ in SiO2) and octahedral (in positions of Zr4+ in ZrSiO4)
positions.10 In our case, the DDPA study showed that the
framework of Zr–Si-FG and Co/Zr–Si-FG has the parametric
formula of Zr0.074�0.012Si1 and Zr0.074�0.005Si1, respectively,
indicating that zirconium is distributed statistically in the bulk
of glass ber and that the solid solution of ZrSiO4 is absent. The
presence of an intermediate state between ZrO2 and ZrSiO4 is
conrmed by difference in the binding energy values for Zr4+ in
Zr–Si-FG. The difference in the binding energy values remains
the same aer modication of Zr–Si-FG with Co2+ cations.
Based on these data, we can assume that the Co2+Oh cations are
stabilized in the cavities of larger size in the bulk of Co/Zr–Si-FG
in comparison with the cavities in the subsurface hydrated SiO2

containing dimers of Co2+Td cations.
The drop in intensity of the charge-transfer band in the

UV-Vis DR spectrum (Fig. 5, curve 2) at 44 700 cm�1 and its
visible shi to 42 400 cm�1 can indicate the compaction of the
Co/Zr–Si-FG structure during calcination of the sample and
reducing the amount and size of the cavities in the sample
like in ZnO polycrystals. Thus, the cobalt cations are stabi-
lized in Co/Zr–Si-FG both in the tetrahedral and octahedral
oxygen coordination. Besides, the Co2+ cations do not form a
new compound with Si4+ cations (like Co2SiO4), as well as a
solid solution of CoO in ZrSiO4. Co3O4 normally appearing in
the UV-Vis DR spectrum as a pair of absorption bands at
15 000 and 22 500 cm�1 was not detected. Therefore, it can be
concluded that isolated Co2+ cations are stabilized in the bulk
of Zr–Si-FG in the octahedral coordination and in the
subsurface layers as dimers of Co2+ cations in the tetrahedral
coordination.
79904 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 79898–79905
On the basis of the set forth experimental and literature data,
the inuence of the hydrated silicon layer on the stabilization of
the Co2+ cations in glass bers may be described as follows.
According to the literature, glass bers contain the hydrated
SiOn(OH)m on the surface, similar to [Si(OH)4]n.33,40 Zr

4+ cations
in the structure of ZrSiO4 have a coordination number of 8.41

The theoretical calculations of NMR spectra showed that Zr4+

cations are stabilized in the bulk of glass bers in the octahe-
dral oxygen coordination.30 Impregnation of glass bers with an
aqueous solution of CoCl2 containing only isolated Co2+Oh
cations and drying at 20 �C leads to stabilization of cobalt
cations only in octahedral coordination. Further calcination of
Co/Zr–Si-FG sample at 550 �C results in two types of stabiliza-
tion of Co2+ cations. A small fraction of Co2+ cations stabilizes in
the bulk of glass bers (Si-II form) as the isolated Co2+Oh
cations. Most of Co2+ cations is stabilized in hydrated silicon
layer (Si-I) of 6 nm in size in the form of Co2+Td dimers with the
size of up to 10 Å.

5. Conclusions

The XPS and DDPA method showed that the surface of Zr–Si-FG
contained the hydrated silicon layer which most probably was
represented by oligomeric forms of silicic acid, i.e. SiOn(OH)m
species. Zirconium was found to be distributed non-uniformly
in the bulk of glass bers. The modication of Zr–Si-FG by
cobalt led to distribution of 90% of cobalt in the hydrated
silicon layer (the dimers of Co2+ cations in the tetrahedral
coordination) while the remaining part of cobalt was stabilized
in the bulk of glass bers (isolated Co2+ cations in the octahe-
dral coordination).
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